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ROSTOCK IN FLAMES

ANOTHER BALTIC PORT ATTACKED

Rostock has always been a busy industrial town and it is there that the

great Heinkel concern has a big group of interdependent aircraft factories.

But like Lubeck, Rostock has lately acquired new importance as a Baltic port
with direct communications by sea to the Russian front. It is 8 miles inland,

up the river Warnow, and is 60 miles further east than the now devastated

Lubeck.

Rostock was attacked last night with marked success by a strong force of

Stirlings, Whitleys, Wellingtons, Hampdens, Marchesters and Lancasters, of

Bomber Command.

Very soon an over-mastering concentration of bombers was brought over

the town. The orders were that all crews were to attack within an hour. And

within that hour from about 2 o’clock onwards, fires had raged across the port

and burnt fiercely in the Heinkel works. Towards the end of the attack clouds

of smoke went up to a height of more than 8,000 feet. Many crews pressed home

the attack from a low level and those who bombed from a greater height saw

bombers far below them looking almost as though they were flying between the

flames. Very heavy high explosive bombs were seen to do great destruction and

spread the fires as well.

The navigator of a Lancaster was flying down the Baltic coast on his way

to Rostock when he saw a formidable fire. "That can’t he the target," he said

to his captain. "It's far too good to be true." Thinking it was one of the

dummies lighted by the Germans to divert our bombers, he flew on to the next inlet

of the sea. But this did not correspond to his map of Rostock and its harbour,

so he flew back to where the fire was burning, now brighter than ever. This

time he came down low and recognised the town and harbour beyond possibility

of doubt. That was Rostock all right and it was ablaze. There, too, just

outside the town was the aircraft factory where the Heinkels are made. That was

his target. He came down to three thousand five hundred feet, the centre of the

Heinkel factory was in his sights, and he let go his heavy bombs. His gunners

saw and reported the flashes of his bombs in a straight line across the works.

The general opinion of the aircrews was that the attack was as effective

as that on Lubeck.


